Andrea Carlino's new book addresses those elusive anatomical illustrations, the compound situs or flap anatomy prints and not, as the title implies, all anatomical fugitive sheets from 1538 to 1687. The flap anatomy was essentially a representational convention confined to the earlier sixteenth century, though debased copies and strange hybrids of alchemicalastrological-anatomical content were published well into the eighteenth. His catalogue section includes sixty-two entries with reproductions, often with their flaps raised in cases where he was able to locate an impression. He gives their current locations, most valuable for scholars in the field.
He begins with a history of Renaissance anatomical illustration and is curiously dismissive of previous authors, saying "The existing literature on the subject ... belongs to a school of history that is rooted in the tradition of philology and erudition which ... fails to address the questions that today can be asked". A major concern of his book, the purpose for which the flap anatomies were done, has in fact been addressed: in Ludwig Choulant's summary account of 1852, Fritz Weindler's work on the gynaecological figures in 1906, Le Roy Crummer's cataloguing and his establishment of an iconological classification system in the 1920s which was later refined by L H Wells in the 1960s. Some of these writers favoured a popular orientation, suggesting that the prints might have been done for barber-surgeons, treatment guides for phlebotomies, their deterioration due to having been stuck up on anteroom walls of bathhouses and apothecary shops. Others hypothesized a professional audience such as medical students, the prints a cheap substitute for books similar to "the quiz compends of today", phasing out as books became cheaper. Confounded by the total lack of contemporary documentation on the edition-size, modes of distribution, costs of production, prices of prints and characteristics of the buying public, their explanations remained tentative.
Carlino also promises "an account of the commercial success and diffusion throughout Europe of the fugitive sheets", stating that "between 1538 and 1545 some twenty editions were published in Europe". The magnitude of this production, an essential basis for many of his arguments, strikes one as astonishing until one realizes that he has enumerated as separate editions impressions taken from the same block and often by the same printer, the sometimes minute changes in the brief text, the formating of the letterpress, or the colour enhancements which were ordinarily added later.
One of Carlino's most intriguing claims is that "An analysis of the intellectual, 
